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ruddavis@yahoo.com

Subject:

Part One to Rudy to forward to Matt

Matt Damon
Gary White
Water.org
Dear Mr. Damon (and/or Mr. White);
I read your article that was in the August 2017 issue of the National Geographic and I was very impressed with
what you said were your goals, as you sounded like what I have said my goals were in the past. I noticed that Mr.
Gary White was the cofounder of your water.org non profit; and that you have been working, or feuding with talk
show host Kimmel? I also read about your interest in Aids, Cancer and other infectious diseases and the
Sanitation problems that are especially effecting the third world countries. My non profit can be seen on the
WaterOz.com web site. Note both web sites are about Water and I was working mostly on new ways to mitigate
infectious diseases in the past. My WaterOz factory was fired bombed two years ago. At WaterOz I used to turn
heavy metals into non toxic drinks and test them in clinical studies.
My name is David Hinkson, and I have been a political prisoner for over 16 years now, and the reason that they
put me in prison and made me a political prisoner, is that I was working and doing a lot of what you are now
working on and doing; as it would seem we really have a lot of the same interests and overall goals. Also note,
that I was on the radio over 500 times in the past as a co host on the Lue Epton Show; and I had my own talk
show on the World Wide Christian Radio Network (WWCR). My friend Lue Epton was the actor from Hollywood,
who played the bartender on the TV show Kojack with Teli. I was also friends with the late Erin Russo (movie
director), who ran against Harry Reid back in the 90's; and at that time, I did work in the capacity of Campaign
Advisor, but we both lost our election bids by 2%. I used to interview Erin at least four days a week during this
election cycle and we would met at the Blue Berry Hill every evening. both Lue and Erin died of Cancer. I could
have saved both of them but I have been locked up.
I really have a lot to tell you about as my interests cover infectious diseases all all kinds, energy and Sanitation,
as I think that after you have read this letter you will understand that these concepts can all seem to merge into a
common problem, and that problem is, that everything and every problem is based on the need for lower cost
energy, financing and building infrastructure.
I got my degree in Naturapathe in 1998, for the sole purpose of just being able to work with the Doctors
Without Boarders doing clinical testing overseas.
In 1998 through 1002, I used to travel all over the world giving lectures on Infectious Diseases. My last lecture
was given in October of 2002 in Xhrcove Ukraine (also lectured in India, Haiti, Dominican Republic, Brazil,
Russia, Venezuela, South Africa, Holland, Congo and Swaziland and a few other places). In attendance at this
last lecture were over 175 Russian Speaking Doctors, from the many Baltic States and two surgeon generals,
and I talked all day about new ways to teat and mitigate infectious diseases; and my interpreter at that time was
the late Roman Ponomarenko. My overall concept at that time, was that I had discovered a new cure for the
common cold and Malaria. I had discovered that if you make a non toxic Copper drink (normally toxic), and drink
8 ounces at 300 PPM's, it will remove all Nitrogen Breathing pathogens (including all Viruses, i.e. Hep C and
Aids), and at the same time it will also kill all Parasites (including River Blindness, Brain Eating Ameba (no known
cure at this time) and even Malaria).
It is my belief at this time, that this might be one of the reasons that the FDA had me persecuted, as I arrived
back in the U.S. with my Russian/Ukrainian Wife (Tatyana). Note I now speak three languages (Spanish and
Russian).
As, I did Clinical Studies working with the Doctors Without Boarders using my new non toxic Copper Water, I
did not test it on diseases that are related to the inability to digest proteins. But, now after realizing that a non
toxic Copper product acts as a co enzyme to help the liver digest all proteins, I now believe that the Copper might
actually be the cure for M.S., M.D. and maybe even Lue Garrets disease; time will tell. This is why I have now
reached out, with Rudy Davis help (see lonestar1776), and tried to get some free samples of the Copper product
to as many people who have one of these Protein Assimilating type of diseases, as possible. We are now waiting
to hear from some of these test subjects.
About eight months ago, I got a gallon of the Copper Water to an attorney named Scott Cantor in Las Vegas,
and Mr. Cantor had just been diagnosed
with1Lymphoma
Cancer. I had him drink a whole gallon of this Copper
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About eight months ago, I got a gallon of the Copper Water to an attorney named Scott Cantor in Las Vegas,
and Mr. Cantor had just been diagnosed with Lymphoma Cancer. I had him drink a whole gallon of this Copper
Water at 300 PPM's and in thirty days, he then tested as having no cancer. Note that Copper has been shown to
both cross the Blood Brain and Spinal fluid Barriers; and can in fact go throughout the entire Lymph system; and
thus actually did remove the Brain Eating Ameba in the past from a missionary that had traveled to Africa. So,
when my cousin Derek had a lung infection for three months that would not go away, I had him drink 8 ounces of
the Copper product and within two hours his cough went away as the Copper was able to enter into the Lungs in
the Flem; that came from the Lymph System/Fluids.
It is my opinion at this time that the element Copper, might be the do all cure all for all infectious diseases. It
would now even make Penicillin obsolete. In fact it kills pathogens better than Silver or even Mercury and can be
consumed in amounts that truly allow it to really solve all of these infectious disease problems, within a matter of
a few hours instead of days, and the overall cost would be about one penny for a treatment. In my opinion, the
discovery of using a non toxic Copper product to replace Penicillin should earn someone the Nobel Peace Prize.
I know that this is of interest to you and your non profit group Water.org. I would be glad to provide you with all of
the information on how to make and administer this Copper.
So, as you have been working on defecation and sanitation problems all over the world, it would seem to me
that you have your hands full. In the past you have addressed all of these infectious diseases, and that I have
lectured about, and this is why I thought that you might be interested in my Copper field study work.
Now, your main interest at this time, seems to be to get as many people the proper infrastructure to provide for
sanitation; and in this article where you were interviewed, you expressed the need to have a supply of clean
water, and it is this lack of clean water, that is one of the main problems in the sanitation problem. The problem
with providing clean water, is that the energy costs are on going, to high. For example, in Israel, it cost about
$500.00 worth of A.C. energy to remove the Salt from one acre foot of ocean water; and if you were to purchase
a 5 million dollar generator (A.C. Alternator), it would cost about 5 million a day, just for the coal or oil to make the
steam, to turn the turbine. Therefore, it is really not that cost of the equipment that is overall prohibitive, but it is
the actual cost of the actual daily energy that is the overall problem. If you had a free supply of energy to spin the
shaft, you would now be able to pump water for free, using regular pumps and pumping systems.
In the book written many years ago by Ann Rand (in the 40's), she told a story about a fictitious man named,
"John Galt", who saved the world with his magnetic motor (needed no fuel to make the A.C. only Magnets). I
think that this story was really a take off of the Nicola Tesla Story. Note, Ann also wrote the book, titled; "The
Fountain Head". Now there are many thousands of people who belong to the Ann Rand Foundation, out of TX;
and these followers are called Ranits. Note that Greenspan and Hannity are both Ranites; and the Ranites meet
in Ouray Colorado every July. My family lives in Ouray and they own Hotels there.
So, back in 1993, I built the real GALT Motor. The acronym GALT (Geometrically Amplified Lateral Torroid)
ended up being what we named my new motor. The GALT Motor has been shown to violated the law of Lenz. In
fact the more energy you get from it the more free horse power it produces on its shaft. It works truly in reverse
of all current energy applications. Note that it can not be patented, as the U.S. Patent Office now says that there
is no such thing as perpetual energy and this makes it another political problem. If my Galt were shown to
actually work, it could truly be the greatest energy device ever conceived, that can be built at a very low cost, as it
is totally practical in all applications. For example, it would cost us about $5,000 each, to build a GALT Motor,
with a 24" Rotor, and this size Rotor Size would produce about $250,000 worth of A.C. Energy at .05 cents per
KWH (divide Wattage by a factor of 44 to get horse power).
So, what I'm proposing is that you could install these GALT Motors where ever you want them, to solve the
sanitation problem, to provide super low cost energy, to sanitize fecal mater; to pump water from any source, and
to process sea water to provide fresh drinking water in volume for a low cost. If we can lower the overall cost of
the energy to almost zero, we can make the lands that have no water productive, sanitize the land and provide
everybody with a higher standard of living. Now, we could even provide the A.C. Energy for free, and just earn a
little bit of money to fund this project by charging a very low price for the water and sewer systems that we
construct. So, overall we need to only charge enough money to be able to keep the growth curve going straight
up, so that we can electrify and sanitize the entire world on fast track. This is what I now want to do; and I would
like to help you get it done.
I spoke on the John Wells Talk show last week and offered to give out free samples of my Copper Water
especially to test it on the M.S. and M.D. We now have sent out many samples and we are waiting to hear back
from many people.
Before my friend and interpreter died, Roman Ponomarenko had gotten a job in the Ukrainian Senate. Roman
had told me that the Ukraine was buying their A.C. Energy from all of the countries around the Ukraine; and this
was because when Putin took the Crimea, he took their coal mines. At that time I had made a deal with Roman
to provide 80 Billion a month worth of A.C. Energy at 40 Billion a month and we would then give 20 Billion a
month to the Ukrainian Federal Government. What we were trying to do, is lower the overall cost of energy, to
help the poor and help this government have an income source without raising taxes. A few months later Roman
died of Influenza. I could have cured him
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died of Influenza. I could have cured him in about 15 minutes if he would have drank some of this Copper Water
or even just used the Copper in a Nuebulizer and inhaled it. He was my close friend and I really miss him. He
had a lot of the same ideas that you have, and he wanted to help his country with these sanitation problems.
So, now I even had the idea of having you work with my new company called the Green Conservancy. You
probably will note that Conservational type of non profits, actually get a 50% detection (regular 501 (c) non profits
only get 30%). So this is a better corporate format than the normal non profit. Also if we can install energy
devices on properties, these properties are now taken off of the tax rolls for 10 years (see
U.S.GreenCouncil.org/com). Overall, using our GALT Motor, we are the only game in town that can provide a
Platinum Certificate to older properties (no one else can provide a Platinum Certificate on older properties - see
U.S. Green Council.org/com). Even property that is held for the purpose of conservation is taken off of the tax
roles forever in many countries (see the Nature Conservancy.org/com).
Therefore, we can use these tax benefits under the umbrella of conservation for the sole purpose of expanding
your efforts to fix the sanitation problems all over the world.
So, really I would like to give you my ideas and formulas and I could use your political help to help some
prisoners get out of prison (me). I can prove that I was in Russia and the person who said I hired him to be a hit
man was in a coma in the VA hospital. This country is totally wicked and there is no real news. I really just want
to now work for you where ever you send me and help you do your mission.
If you can provide Rudy with a phone number where I can reach you I would call you and answer any question
you have. I really do want to help you with your mission. I have a doctor friend who can also answer your
questions if you have any. His name is Guy Wilson. Guy is now producing the minerals.
Dave
Dave
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